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there are also some newer features worth mentioning. more than 2,000 of the updated presets have
been created by subboombass 2 users, and while i didnt get a chance to test them all, they all seem
to work well. a new filter synthesis section allows the user to create their own filter types, and it's a
pretty neat workflow, especially for those already familiar with the synth. the user interface hasn't
changed much from subboombass 1, so you can navigate with ease. this is a very well-made synth

with a lot to offer. the oscillators are the most important part of any synth, and rob papen has done a
great job here with subboombass 2. the expressive nature of the waveforms, and the numerous filter

types, the add ons, and the new filters all add up to make this the best virtual analog synth ever
made. if you're looking for a top-notch drum kit for the money, look no further than subboombass 2.
the bundled drum presets are excellent, and the new filter section allows for some fantastic synth-
based drum sounds. the learning curve is somewhat steep, but the reward is worth it, as this is a

seriously addictive synth. the subboombass 2 version is available in both vst and aax versions. once
again, rob papen's subboombass 2 is available for free on the apple app store (free version includes

100 presets), and it is a must-have for any virtual-analog synth enthusiast. the new patches for
subboombass 2 are available in the free version, and there is a second free update coming soon.
we'll keep you posted as we get more information. bottom line: subboombass 2 is a significant
upgrade from the first version, with great new features and an amazing set of presets. if you're

looking for a synth that will take you to the next level, this is your ticket.
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in string mode, the main part of the sequencer is the whole point. it is a four-octave string that can
be broken into individual sections or eight groups of octaves, which can be cut off at will.

subboombass lower middle panel, which currently only has a latch function, can be assigned to any
of the four programs, and this is where the true genius of the sequencer shines through. the

programmable sequences - and subboombass is a brilliant tool for writing on the spot - can be set
from open to closed, or even ‘on cue’, if you like. they can make up a whole sequence or simply be
mixed into a live performance by assigning them to individual steps. there is a vol section to adjust

the volume of each step. it's not as extensive as the new rob papen tools vol section, but the four led
meters allow for a wide range of adjustments. each sequence has its own note and velocity level on

board. you can define any note or velocity to any step; so, for example, you could play all main notes
in a tune in a low key, but add a high f♯ as the sequence moves on. the four partials on board can be

scaled, pitched up and down, and detuned. this is one of the most powerful features in the
sequencer, as it allows you to add a character of tone with a massive range of options to play with. it

should also be noted that, with each partials, you have a separate pitch and key indicator. this
means that you can set the main pitches and keys for the partials, and play the main parts at any
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tempo. the new lfo functions are almost just as powerful as the sequencer. in the ‘shape’ section,
you can define any number of steps, which you can turn into a continuous lfo, or into a range of

panned controls. the lfo functions in detail include: volume control, a filter section, a chorus section,
a pulse control, pan and a single/multiple envelope. 5ec8ef588b
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